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Foam rolling and stretching with its various techniques are frequently used as a warm-up

routine to increase the range of motion of a joint. While the magnitude of the changes

in range of motion between foam rolling and stretching (static and dynamic techniques)

is similar, it is not clear if this also holds true for performance parameters (e.g., strength,

jump height). The purpose of this meta-analysis was to compare the effects of an acute

bout of foam rolling (with and without vibration) with an acute bout of stretching (with all

techniques included) on performance parameters in healthy participants. We assessed

the results from 13 studies and 35 effect sizes by applying a random-effect meta-analysis.

Moreover, by applying a mixed-effect model, we performed subgroup analyses with the

stretching technique, type of foam rolling, tested muscle, treatment duration, and type

of task. We found no significant overall effect, and the analysis revealed only a trend of

the performance parameters in favor of foam rolling when compared to stretching (when

considering all techniques). Significantly favorable effects of foam rolling on performance

were detected with subgroup analyses when compared to static stretching, when applied

to somemuscles (e.g., quadriceps) or some tasks (e.g., strength), when applied for longer

than 60 s, or when the foam rolling included vibration. When foam rolling was compared

to dynamic stretching or applied in the non-vibration mode, the same magnitude of effect

was observed. While the present meta-analysis revealed no significantly different effect

between foam rolling and stretching (including all techniques) prior to exercise, differences

could be observed under specific conditions.

Keywords: roller massage, strength, warm-up, myofascial release, stretching

INTRODUCTION

The range of motion (ROM) of a joint can be acutely increased by both stretching exercises
with various techniques (Konrad et al., 2017b, 2019; Konrad and Tilp, 2020b) and foam
rolling exercises (Nakamura et al., 2021). Therefore, these two modalities are frequently used
as warm-up routines in sports practice, especially in sports where a high ROM is needed (e.g.,
dance, martial arts). Studies which compared the effects on ROM between these modalities are
inconclusive and reported either no difference between dynamic stretching and foam rolling
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(Somers et al., 2020), a favorable effect of foam rolling on ROM
compared to static and dynamic stretching (Su et al., 2017),
or a favorable effect of static stretching on ROM compared
to foam rolling (Fairall et al., 2017). However, according to
a recent meta-analysis (Wilke et al., 2020), the magnitude of
the changes following stretching (including static and dynamic
stretching) and foam rolling on ROM is the same. Thus, when
the goal is to increase ROM, both stretching with its various
techniques and foam rolling can be considered as adequate
warm-up routines.

However, although a single application of stretching or
foam rolling might also affect performance parameters, such
as strength or jump height, to date, it is unclear as to which
modality might have a favorable effect on performance. With
regard to a single bout of stretching, it has been reported that,
especially with static stretching techniques, longer stretching
durations (e.g., ≥60 s) cause a more pronounced impairment
in performance parameters (−4.6%) compared to stretching
durations of <60 s (−1.1%) (Behm et al., 2016). With regard
to other stretching techniques, Behm et al. (2016) reported
a mean performance impairment of 3.7% immediately after
proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) stretching, but
an increase in performance of 1.3% after dynamic stretching.
Thus, it can be concluded that the effects of a single stretching
exercise on performance are highly dependent on the stretch
duration and stretching technique (Behm and Chaouachi, 2011;
Kay and Blazevich, 2012; Behm et al., 2016), but are likely also
dependent on the muscles stretched [e.g., see the review of the
influence of hip flexor muscles in Konrad et al. (2021b)]. A
possible mechanism for a detrimental effect in performance can
be found in a decrease in muscle stiffness, especially following
longer durations of static stretching (Kay et al., 2015; Konrad
et al., 2017a,b). Hence, this decrease in muscle stiffness might
negatively affected force production (Trajano et al., 2019; Monte
and Zignoli, 2021). Although detrimental effects have been
reported for static and PNF stretching [e.g., Behm et al. (2016)],
with regard to the acute effects of foam rolling on performance,
a recent meta-analysis (Wiewelhove et al., 2019) reported no
such detrimental effects. In their meta-analysis, Wiewelhove et al.
(2019) even reported a tendency of improvement (P = 0.06)
in sprint performance (+0.7%), but negligible effects in jump
or strength performance. This is in accordance with another
review by Cheatham et al. (2015), who reported that a single
bout of a foam rolling exercise likely does not induce changes in
performance parameters.

A recent meta-analysis revealed that changes in ROM have
the samemagnitudes when comparing a single stretching exercise
(including static and dynamic stretching) or a single foam rolling
exercise (Wilke et al., 2020). However, to date a meta-analysis
which compares the effects of stretching and foam rolling on
performance parameters is still missing. A conduction of such
a meta-analysis would allow to establish the big picture about
the different effects of these warm-up modalities. Thus, the
purpose of this meta-analysis was to compare the effects of
an acute bout of foam rolling with an acute bout of various
stretching techniques on performance parameters (e.g., strength,
jump height) in healthy participants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This review was conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines
and the suggestions from Moher et al. (2009) for systematic
reviews with meta-analysis.

Search Strategy
An electronic literature search was performed in PubMed,
Scopus, andWeb of Science. The search period ranged from 1990
until 15th February 2021. The keywords for the online search
were (“foam rolling” OR “self-myofascial release” OR “roller
massage” OR “foam roller”) AND (stretch∗), and were the same
for all the databases. The systematic search was done by two
independent researchers (AK, MN). In the first step, all the hits
were screened by their abstract. If the content of a study remained
unclear, the full text was screened to identify the relevant papers.
Following this independent screening process, the researchers
compared their findings. Disagreements were resolved by jointly
reassessing the studies against the eligibility criteria. Overall, 169
papers were screened, from which nine papers were found to be
eligible for this review. However, following the additional search
of the references (search through the reference list) and citations
(search through Google Scholar) of the nine already included
papers, four more papers were identified as relevant. Therefore,
in total, 13 papers were included in this systematic review. The
whole search process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
This review considered studies that investigated the effects of an
acute bout of both stretching and foam rolling on performance
parameters (e.g., strength, jump height) in healthy participants.
We included studies in English, German, and Japanese language
with crossover (pre to post comparison or post comparison)
or parallel group (pre to post comparison) designs. However,
we excluded studies which investigated the combined effects
of stretching and foam rolling, and studies of other myofascial
techniques than foam rolling or roller massage, and conference
papers or theses.

Extraction of the Data
From the included papers, the characteristics of the participants,
the sample size, the study design, the characteristics of the
intervention (e.g., stretching technique, vibration foam rolling
vs. non-vibration foam rolling, duration) and the results of the
main variables (performance parameters) were extracted. For the
performance parameters, either the pre and post values (plus
standard deviations) or the post values (plus standard deviations)
of both the stretching and the foam rolling group were extracted.
If the required data were missing in the included studies, the
authors of the studies were contacted via email.

Statistics and Data Synthesis
The meta-analysis was performed using Comprehensive Meta-
Analysis software, according to the recommendations of
Borenstein et al. (2009). By the use of a random-effect
meta-analysis, we assessed the effect size in terms of the
standardized mean difference. Moreover, by using a mixed-effect
model, we performed subgroup analyses with the stretching
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FIGURE 1 | PRISMA flowchart.

technique (static stretching, dynamic stretching), the type of
foam rolling (vibration foam rolling, non-vibration foam rolling),
the tested muscle (adductor, hamstrings, quadriceps, triceps
surae, whole-body movement), the treatment duration (>60 s,
≤60 s), the type of task (strength, jump height, sprinting,
endurance), and the activity level of the participants (physical
active vs. well-trained/professional). To determine if there
were differences between the effect sizes of the subgroups, Q-
statistics were applied (Borenstein et al., 2009). According to
the recommendations of Hopkins et al. (2009), we defined the
effects for a standardized mean difference of <0.2, 0.2–0.6, 0.6–
1.2, 1.2–2.0, 2.0–4.0, and >4.0 as trivial, small, moderate, large,
very large, and extremely large, respectively. I2 statistics were
calculated to assess the heterogeneity among the included studies,
and thresholds of 25, 50, and 75% were defined as having a low,
moderate, and high level of heterogeneity, respectively (Higgins
et al., 2003; Behm et al., 2021). An alpha level of 0.05 was defined
for the statistical significance of all the tests.

Risk of Bias Assessment and
Methodological Quality
The methodological quality of the included studies was assessed
using the PEDro scale. In total, 11 methodological issues were
assessed by the two independent researchers (AK, MN) and
assigned with either one or no point. Hence, studies with a
higher score represent a higher methodological quality. If any

conflict between the ratings of the two researchers was found, the
methodological issues were reassessed and discussed. Moreover,
statistics of the Egger’s regression intercept test and visual
inspection of the funnel plot were applied to detect possible
publication bias.

RESULTS

Results of the Search
In total, 13 studies investigated the effects of both a single foam
rolling exercise and a single stretching exercise on performance
parameters, and hence were included in the meta-analysis.
Overall, 35 effect sizes could be extracted from these studies. In
summary, 304 participants (202 males and 102 females) with
a mean age of 21.3 (±1.8 years) participated in the included
studies. Table 1 presents the characteristics and outcomes of the
13 studies.

Risk of Bias Assessment and
Methodological Quality
Figure 2 shows the funnel plot, including all 35 effect sizes
included in this meta-analysis. A visual inspection and the Egger’s
regression intercept test (intercept 0.68; P= 0.21) indicate that no
reporting bias is likely. The methodological quality, as assessed
with the PEDro scale, reveals a range of scores between 7 and
8 points (out of 10) for all the included studies. The average
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the included studies (n = 13).

Study Participants Type of

stretching

Type of foam

rolling

Application per

muscle group

(sec)

Outcome

Behara and Jacobson

(2017)

N = 14; 14 male well-trained NCAA

Division 1 football offensive linemen (age

20.04 ± 1.41 years)

Dynamic Non-vibration 60 Peak vertical jump power (W)

Average vertical jump power (W)

Average vertical jump velocity (ms∧−1)

Peak vertical jump velocity (ms∧−1)

Peak isometric leg extension torque

(Nm)

Average isometric leg extension torque

(Nm)

Average isometric leg flexion torque

(Nm)

Peak isometric leg flexion torque (Nm)

Connolly et al. (2020) N = 40; 20 male (age 22.5 ± 1.8 years)

and 20 female (age 23.6 ± 4.2 years)

physically active

Static Non-vibration 60 Maximum voluntary contraction torque

(Nm)

Folli et al. (2021) N = 29; 23 male and 6 female athletes

(age 16 ± 1.14 years)

Static Non-vibration 60 Maximum voluntary contraction torque

(Nm)

Halperin et al. (2014) N = 14; 12 male (age 23 ± 4 years) and 2

female (age 22 ± 3 years) physically active

Static Non-vibration 90 Maximum voluntary contraction force

(N)

Janot et al. (2013) N = 23; 9 males and 14 females (age 20.3

± 1.4 years); activity level not reported

Static Non-vibration 90 Peak power output (W)

Relative peak power output (W/kg)

Average power output (W)

Relative average power output (W/kg)

Minimum power output (W)

Relative minimum power output (W/kg)

Percentage power drop (%)

Kopec et al. (2017) N = 20; 10 male and 10 female physically

active (age 22.5 ± 4 years)

Dynamic Non-vibration 30 Vertical jump height (cm)

Lee et al. (2018) N = 30; 30 male college students (age

20.4 ± 1.2 years)

Static Vibration,

non-vibration

90 Relative quadriceps strength (Nm/Kg)

Relative hamstring strength (Nm/Kg)

Lopez-Samanes et al.

(2021)

N = 11; 11 male professional tennis

players (age 20.6 ± 3.5 years)

Dynamic Non-vibration 60 Counter movement jump (cm)

10m sprint (s)

Agility (s)

Lyu et al. (2020) N = 20; 20 male recreationally active (age

21 ± 1.01 years)

Static Vibration 90 Relative plantar flexor strength (Nm/kg)

Agility (s)

Pişirici et al. (2020) N = 28; each group (stretching, foam

rolling) 14 (7 male and 7 female)

recreationally active with an average age

of 21.5 ± 1.6 years, 22.7 ± 3.8 years,

respectively

Dynamic Non-vibration 180 Vertical jump height (cm)

Sagiroglu et al. (2017) N = 16; 16 male well-trained combat

athletes (age 23.9 ± 3.7 years)

Static Non-vibration 60 Counter movement jump (cm)

Smith et al. (2018) N = 29; 8 male and 21 female (23

physically active/6 sedentary) (age 22 ± 3

years)

Dynamic Non-vibration 90 Vertical jump height (cm)

Su et al. (2017) N = 30; 15 male and 15 female college

students (age 21.43 ± 1.48 years)

Dynamic, static Non-vibration 90 Relative quadriceps strength (Nm/Kg)

Relative hamstring strength (Nm/Kg)
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FIGURE 2 | Funnel plot analysis.

PEDro score value is 7.15 (±0.38), indicating a low risk of bias
(Maher et al., 2003; Moran et al., 2021). The two assessors agreed
with 96.5% out of the 143 criteria (13 studies × 11 scores). The
mismatched outcomes were discussed and the assessors finally
agreed on the scores presented in Table 2.

Overall Effects
The average percentage change in performance (pre to post or
post to control) in the included studies following a single foam
rolling treatment was an increase of 2.19% [CI (95%) 0.15–
4.38%]. In addition, a single stretching exercise led to an average
increase of 1.11% [CI (95%) −0.80–3.09%] in performance
parameters in the included studies. The meta-analysis revealed
a non-significant difference between the two modalities [ES =

−0.071; Z = −1.748; CI (95%) −0.150–0.009; P = 0.08; I2 =

0.0]. Figure 3 presents the forest plot of the meta-analysis, listed
in alphabetical order of the author names.

Subgroup Analysis
A summary of all the subgroup analyses is provided in Table 3.

Stretching Technique
The subgroup analysis of the stretching technique (static
stretching, dynamic stretching) revealed no significant difference
in performance parameters by comparing the subgroups of
“dynamic stretching vs. foam rolling” and “static stretching vs.
foam rolling” (P = 0.101; Q = 2.686). However, the subgroup
of “static stretching vs. foam rolling” showed a significant effect
on performance parameters in favor of foam rolling compared
to static stretching [ES = −0.118; CI (95%) −0.221 to −0.015; P
= 0.02].

Vibration vs. Non-vibration Foam Rolling
By comparing the different rolling techniques (vibration, non-
vibration), the subgroup analysis revealed a significant difference
between the subgroups of “non-vibration foam rolling vs.
stretching” and “vibration foam rolling vs. stretching” (P = 0.03;
Q = 4.738). While non-vibration foam rolling showed the same
magnitude of change as stretching, the vibration foam rolling T
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FIGURE 3 | Forest plot presenting 35 effect sizes. Std diff in means, standardized difference in means; CI, confidence interval.

exercise revealed a significantly better effect than stretching [ES
=−0.265; CI (95%)−0.457 to−0.073; P = 0.007].

Muscle-Specific Analysis
A further subgroup analysis tested for differences in the muscles
involved in the performance tests (adductors, hamstrings,
quadriceps, triceps surae, whole-body movement). There was
a significant difference between the muscles tested when
comparing stretching with foam rolling (P = 0.003; Q= 15.856).
Meanwhile, there were no differences in the magnitude of change
for the adductors, hamstrings, and whole-body movement when
comparing stretching and foam rolling. However, the quadriceps
and triceps surae revealed a significant favorable effect for foam
rolling when compared to stretching [ES = −0.275; CI (95%)
−0.441 to −0.109; P = 0.001] and [ES = −0.484; CI (95%)
−0.821 to−0.146; P = 0.005]).

Treatment Duration (>60 vs. ≤60 s)
The subgroup analysis for the duration of both foam rolling
and stretching (>60 s, ≤60 s) revealed a significant difference
(P = 0.004; Q = 8.164). When applied for ≤60 s, foam rolling
and stretching showed the same magnitude of change. However,
durations of more than 60 s resulted in a significantly better effect

for foam rolling than stretching [ES = −0.149; CI (95%) −0.245
to−0.053; P = 0.002].

Task-Specific Analysis
The task-specific (strength, jump height, speed, endurance)
subgroup analysis revealed no significant difference between the
tasks when comparing the acute effects of stretching with the
acute effects of foam rolling on performance parameters (P =

0.214; Q = 4.447). Although, no significant difference between
tasks was found, the strength task showed a significant favorable
effect for foam rolling when compared to stretching [ES =

−0.136; CI (95%)−0.250 to−0.022; P = 0.019].

Activity Level
The subgroup analysis of the activity level revealed no significant
difference between the subgroups (physical active vs. well-
trained/professional) when comparing the acute effects of
stretching with the acute effects of foam rolling on performance
parameters (P = 0.250; Q = 1.322). Moreover, the same
magnitudes were found following stretching and foam rolling on
performance parameters within the activity level groups.
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TABLE 3 | Statistics of the subgroup analysis.

Subgroup Number of measures Std diff in means (95% CI) P Q statistics

Stretching technique (vs. foam rolling)

Dynamic stretching 16 0.025 (−0.112 to 0.163) 0.717

Static stretching 19 −0.118 (−0.221 to −0.015) 0.024*

Overall 35 –0.067 (–0.149 to 0.016) 0.112 (Q = 2.686; df (Q) = 1; P = 0.101)

Rolling technique (vs. stretching)

Non-vibration 31 −0.031 (−0.118 to 0.056) 0.489

Vibration 4 −0.265 (−0.457 to −0.073) 0.007*

Overall 35 –0.071 (–0.150 to 0.009) 0.08 (Q = 4.738; df (Q) = 1; P = 0.03)#

Muscle tested (foam rolling vs. stretching)

Adductors 1 0.082 (−0.222 to 0.385) 0.598

Hamstrings 7 0.002 (−0.151 to 0.156) 0.977

Quadriceps 6 −0.275 (−0.441 to −0.109) 0.001*

Triceps Surae 2 −0.484 (−0.821 to −0.146) 0.005*

Whole body movement 19 0.032 (−0.096 to 0.161) 0.624

Overall 35 –0.071 (–0.150 to 0.009) 0.08 (Q = 15.856; df (Q) = 4; P = 0.003)#

Treatment duration (foam rolling vs. stretching)

> 60 s 20 −0.149 (−0.245 to −0.053) 0.002*

≤ 60 s 15 0.101 (−0.041 to 0.243) 0.164

Overall 35 –0.071 (–0.150 to 0.009) 0.08 (Q = 8.164; df (Q) = 1; P = 0.004)#

Tasks (foam rolling vs. stretching)

Strength 16 −0.136 (−0.250 to −0.022) 0.019*

Jump 9 0.000 (−0.185 to 0.185) 0.998

Speed 3 0.252 (−0.162 to 0.665) 0.234

Endurance 7 −0.008 (−0.227 to 0.210) 0.94

Overall 35 –0.069 (−0.156 to 0.017) 0.117 (Q = 4.447; df (Q) = 3; P = 0.214)

Activity level (physical active vs. well trained/professional)

Physical active 12 −0.076 (−0.214 to 0.063) 0.283

Well trained/professional 12 0.064 (−0.130 to 0.258) 0.519

Overall 24 –0.029 (–0.499 to 0.618) 0.618 (Q = 1.322; df (Q) = 1; P = 0.250)

Negative values of Std diff (= standardized difference) in means indicates a favorable effect for foam rolling (and vice versa).
#Significant difference between groups.

*Significant difference within a group.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this review was to compare the effects of an acute
bout of stretching or foam rolling on performance parameters
(e.g., maximum voluntary contractions, jumping performance,
sprinting performance) in healthy subjects. The meta-analysis
revealed no significant differences in the overall effects on
performance between stretching and foam rolling (ES = −0.071,
P = 0.08; see also Figure 3). However, a subgroup analysis
showed a significant greater effect of foam rolling compared to
static stretching on performance parameters (ES = −0.118; P =

0.02), while dynamic stretching showed the same magnitude of
change as foam rolling (ES = 0.025; P = 0.71). Furthermore,
the subgroup analysis revealed a significant greater effect for
vibration foam rolling compared to stretching (ES = −0.265;
P = 0.007), but the same magnitude of change when non-
vibration foam rolling was compared with stretching (ES =

−0.031; P = 0.49). Moreover, when the treatment was applied
to the quadriceps or triceps surae muscles, foam rolling showed

a significant greater effect on performance when compared to
stretching (ES=−0.275; P= 0.001 and ES=−0.484; P= 0.005).
At higher durations of application (>60 s), foam rolling showed
a significant greater effect when compared to stretching (ES =

−0.149; P = 0.002). By distinguishing between the performance
tasks, only the strength tasks showed a significant greater effect
following foam rolling when compared to stretching (ES =

−0.136; P = 0.02). Concerning the activity levels, no differences
in the effects between and within the levels were observed (P =

0.250; Q= 1.322).
Meta-analyses of the acute effects of stretching have previously

reported detrimental effects on performance, especially when
applied with the static stretching technique and for a long
duration (>60 s) (Behm et al., 2016). However, by summarizing
the results for dynamic stretching, 1.3% increases in performance
have also been reported (Behm et al., 2016). With regard
to the evidence on the acute effects of single foam rolling
treatments, a recent meta-analysis reported that performance
did not change or even tended to increase (Wiewelhove
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et al., 2019). Hence, we assume that foam rolling may have a
superior effect on performance when compared to stretching.
However, the pooled effect size was not significantly different
and showed only a trivial tendency for a favorable effect for
foam rolling when compared to stretching (ES = −0.071;
P = 0.08). Specifically, our analysis does not provide clear
evidence that foam rolling increases performance, as reported
in a different meta-analysis (Wiewelhove et al., 2019). Pre to
post comparisons (or comparisons to the controls) of the 13
included studies revealed an average increase in performance
parameters of 2.19% [CI (95%) 0.15–4.38%] following the foam
rolling treatment, and an average increase following stretching
of 1.11% [CI (95%) −0.80 – 3.09%]. Hence, our results tend
to show that foam rolling has more potential to increase
performance than stretching. However, a possible explanation for
the lack of a significant difference between the two modalities
is likely based on the fact that the included studies varied
substantially in their interventions. These variations were e.g.,
the stretching technique (static stretching, dynamic stretching),
the foam rolling technique (with and without vibration), or
the treatment duration (30–180 s). Since the superior effect of
dynamic stretching compared to static stretching on performance
has been reported (Behm and Chaouachi, 2011), a goal of one of
the subgroup analyses was to distinguish between foam rolling
and these two stretching modalities. This revealed the same
magnitude of change in performance for dynamic stretching
{average change: +1.51% [CI (95%) −1.55 to 5.42%]} when
compared to foam rolling {+1.71%; [CI (95%) −1.17 to 5.14%]};
however, static stretching showed only a statistically significant
trivial detrimental effect (ES=−0.12; P = 0.02) when compared
to foam rolling. The pre to post comparison (or post to control
comparison) of the included studies on static stretching revealed
an average increase of +0.60% [CI (95%) −0.85 to 2.09%],
while the corresponding average change for foam rolling was an
increase of +2.74% [CI (95%) 0.42–5.11%]. This result indicates
that either dynamic stretching or foam rolling should be applied
as a warm-up routine rather than static stretching if the goal is
to optimize performance. A possible mechanism for the favor
effect of dynamic stretching and foam rolling compared to
static stretching might be the different mechanical effects of the
different methods on the muscle-tendon unit. When applied
with a sufficient amount of time [e.g., >60 s (Konrad et al.,
2017b; Konrad and Tilp, 2020a)], there is evidence that a single
static stretching exercise can lead to a decrease in soft tissue
compliance. While some authors reported a decrease in muscle
stiffness following a single static stretch (Kay et al., 2015; Konrad
et al., 2017a,b), others reported a decrease in tendon stiffness
(Kubo et al., 2001; Kato et al., 2010). However, studies of dynamic
stretching did not report such changes in the compliance of
the muscle-tendon unit (Mizuno and Umemura, 2016; Kaneda
et al., 2020), which likely indicated changes in stretch tolerance
as a mechanism for the changes in ROM. While some studies
reported a decrease in muscle stiffness following a single foam
rolling exercise (Morales-Artacho et al., 2017), others reported
no changes in muscle stiffness (Mayer et al., 2019). Since muscle
stiffness is positively related to the rate of force development
(Monte and Zignoli, 2021), a decreased muscle stiffness can

negatively affect force production, which has been frequently
reported following long-duration static stretching in recent years
(e.g., Konrad et al., 2019).

However, it should be noted that the results of the
current meta-analysis are based on stretching or foam rolling
interventions without any further warm-up. While the main
mechanism for an increase in ROM following both stretching
and foam rolling seems to be an increased stretch tolerance,
Wiewelhove et al. (2019) hypothesized that the performance
differences between foam rolling and static stretching are
probably due to the additional warm-up or placebo effect of
foam rolling. When a static stretching exercise of up to 120 s
is followed by a sport-specific post stretching activation, no
detrimental effect on performance has been reported by various
studies (Samson et al., 2012; Behm et al., 2016; Reid et al.,
2018). Reid et al. (2018) showed such a favorable effect in
performance parameters (e.g., strength or jump height) in several
static stretching conditions (30, 60, 120 s, no stretching) when
combined with a sport-specific post stretching activation (30 s
each of gluteal kicks and high knees, and 60 s each of walking
hip openers, dynamic leg kicks to opposing hand, walking lunges
with rotation, and the inchworm exercise), compared to the
same stretching conditions without sport-specific post stretching
activation. Moreover, Samson et al. (2012) reported an increase
in sprint speed after the combination of stretching (static or
dynamic) and a sport-specific post stretching activation (high
knee skippings, high knee running, and butt kick running;
done twice for 20m). However, no change was observed when
the stretching was combined with a general warm-up (5min
of running on a 200m track at 70% of the individual’s age-
predicted heart rate). With regards to flexibility, static stretching
was found to be more efficient in the sit and reach test than
dynamic stretching, when both were combined with sport-
specific post stretching activation. Hence, in sports where both
strength and flexibility are needed, static stretching combined
with sport-specific post stretching activities might be the proper
solution for a warm-up routine. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, to date, the efficacy of such sport-specific post
activation has not been tested following a single foam rolling
exercise. This additional application of a specific warm-up
routine immediately following foam rolling might have a similar
or even a favorable effect on performance when compared to
stretching. Hence, we recommend that future studies should take
this into consideration.

Concerning vibration and non-vibration foam rolling, Wilke
et al. (2020) speculated in their meta-analysis that vibration
foam rolling might have a favorable effect compared to non-
vibration foam rolling when the goal is to increase the ROM
of a joint. Our present meta-analysis showed a small significant
effect in favor of vibration foam rolling on performance when
compared to stretching (ES=−0.27; P = 0.007). The percentage
changes following the vibration foam rolling revealed an average
increase of +6.37% [CI (95%) −2.85 to 9.89%], while stretching
showed an average change of−0.58% [CI (95%)−1.48 to 0.32%].
In contrast, the magnitude of the change in performance was
the same in non-vibration foam rolling {+1.67% [CI (95%)
−0.32 to 3.80%]} and stretching {+1.27% [CI (95%) −0.56 to
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3.40%]}. To date, several reports have underlined these findings
and reported either a superior effect of vibration foam rolling
on performance parameters compared to non-vibration foam
rolling (Lee et al., 2018; Reiner et al., 2021) or stretching (Lee
et al., 2018; Lyu et al., 2020). A possible mechanism could be
that vibration therapy can stimulate more muscle receptors in
the three afferent fiber types (Ia, II, and Ib), which leads to
an increase in motor fiber recruitment (Fallon and Macefield,
2007; Germann et al., 2018; Reiner et al., 2021). Moreover, it has
been suggested that the possibly superior effect of vibration foam
rolling compared to non-vibration foam rolling on performance
parameters could be due to the greater contribution of the
mechanoreceptors at higher vibration frequencies (Behm and
Wilke, 2019; Reiner et al., 2021). However, caution has to be
taken since our findings are based on only four effect sizes
in vibration foam rolling. Hence, there is a need to conduct
further studies of the effect of vibration foam rolling compared
to other modalities (non-vibration foam rolling or stretching) on
performance parameters.

When a performance test (and the treatment) was applied
to the quadriceps or triceps surae muscle, foam rolling showed
a small effect on performance when compared to stretching
(quadriceps: ES = −0.275; P = 0.001; triceps surae: ES =

−0.484; P = 0.005). However, this was not the case when the
tests included whole-body movements (e.g., jumps) or primarily
included the activity of the hamstring or adductor muscles. It
must be noted that the results of this subgroup analysis are
based on only a few effect sizes (adductor muscle: 1, triceps surae
muscle: 2). Thus, caution should be taken not to overemphasize
these results. For the whole-body movements (n = 19 effect
sizes), an increase was observed following both stretching
{+2.41% [CI (95%) 0.37–5.14%]} and foam rolling {+2.47% [CI
(95%) 0.51–5.17%]}. The performance of the hamstring muscle
(n = 7) decreased by −0.61% [CI (95%) −4.40–3.36%] and
−2.42% [CI (95%) −5.98–1.23%] following stretching and foam
rolling, respectively. When the quadriceps muscles were tested
(n = 6), there was an average increase of +3.00% [CI (95%)
−1.35–7.36%] following foam rolling but a decrease of −1.21%
[CI (95%) −4.28–1.89%] following stretching. The effect sizes
for the hamstring and quadriceps performance tests were mainly
based on three studies where stretching and foam rolling were
performed on both the quadriceps and the hamstrings (Behara
and Jacobson, 2017; Su et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). Such
different muscle-specific changes (quadriceps vs. hamstrings) in
performance are difficult to explain and should be addressed in
future studies.

With regard to the duration of the application, our meta-
analysis showed that intervention durations of >60 s showed a
trivial significant greater effect for foam rolling on performance
compared with stretching (ES = −0.149; P = 0.002). However,
this was not the case for an application duration of ≤60 s.
According to several reviews, stretching for ≤60 s likely has
no detrimental effects on performance parameters (Kay and
Blazevich, 2012; Behm et al., 2016; Konrad et al., 2021b), while
stretching for more than 60 s likely has a detrimental effect (Kay
and Blazevich, 2012; Behm et al., 2016) due to a decrease in
muscle stiffness (Kay et al., 2015; Konrad et al., 2017a,b) and

hence, a negatively affected force production (Monte and Zignoli,
2021). For this reason, one could have assumed that, in the
included studies of the present analysis with stretching durations
of >60 s, the performance would decrease, while this would not
be expected following foam rolling. However, although the meta-
analysis revealed a favorable effect of foam rolling compared
to stretching following more than 60 s of the application, we
observed an average increase of performance in both stretching
{+1.88% [CI (95%) −0.16 to 5.25%]} and foam rolling {+4.79%
[CI (95%) 2.40 to 7.73%]}. Intervention durations of≤60 s caused
only a trivial change in performance in both groups {stretching:
0.04% [CI (95%) −2.32 to 2.24%]; foam rolling: −0.82% (CI
(95%) −3.09 to 1.33%]}. Thus, likely due to an additional warm-
up effect suggested byWiewelhove et al. (2019), it can be assumed
that a longer duration of foam rolling might lead to an increase
in performance, indicating a dose-response effect. With regard
to the ROM, Bradbury-Squires et al. (2015) reported a trend (P=

0.08) of longer foam rolling durations leading to greater increases
in ROM compared to shorter durations of foam rolling. In sports
where both a high ROM and strength are needed to achieve high
performance, foam rolling for longer durations (>60 s) might be
an appropriate warm-up tool, while longer stretching durations
should be avoided.

With regard to the various tasks included in this meta-
analysis, a favorable trivial effect for foam rolling {+1.92%
[CI (95%) −1.52 to 5.43%]} compared to stretching {−0.81%
[CI (95%) −3.04 to 1.47%]} was found in the strength tasks,
but not in the jump height, speed, or endurance tasks. A
reason for this could be the involvement of muscles in different
tasks. In contrast to strength tasks, where the tests considered
primarily single muscle or joint performance, jump height,
speed, and endurance tasks involve the use of various muscles,
which are likely not all treated during the stretching or foam
rolling intervention. Therefore, it can be assumed that muscle
stretching applied with a long duration [>60 s (Behm et al.,
2016)] will rather lead to a reduction in strength of the stretched
muscle than to a reduction in a more complex movement
including several muscles. If stretching, and also foam rolling,
could induce changes in strength measures of specific muscles,
this might not affect jump height (Konrad et al., 2020) or
endurance performance (Giovanelli et al., 2018; Konrad et al.,
2021a) significantly.

The subgroup analysis of the activity level revealed no
significant difference between (P = 0.250; Q= 1.322) and within
the activity levels (physical active vs. well-trained/professional)
when comparing the acute effects of stretching with foam rolling
on performance parameters. This was a surprising finding since
previous studies reported (Arampatzis et al., 2007; Konrad and
Tilp, 2018) that well-trained athletes had a different muscle
architecture and/or strength parameters compared to their non-
active peers. Moreover, Donti et al. (2019) found that following
a 60 s static stretching intervention of two different athletes’
groups (rhythmic gymnasts and volleyball players) the ROM
increased. However, the ROM changes in rhythmic gymnasts
were even higher. This was associated with a greater fascicle
elongation and a greater muscle tendon junction displacement
in the rhythmic gymnasts (Donti et al., 2019). Hence, future
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studies should investigate the differences between stretching and
foam rolling on ROM and performance parameters in different
populations (e.g., professional athletes vs. physical active or
sedentary people).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, while the present meta-analysis revealed no
significantly different effect between foam rolling and stretching
prior to exercise, differences could be observed under specific
conditions. In particular, favorable effects of foam rolling on
performance have been detected, when compared to static
stretching, when applied to some muscles (e.g., quadriceps),
or some tasks (e.g., strength), when applied for longer than
60 s, or if the foam rolling included vibration. When foam
rolling was compared to dynamic stretching or applied in
the non-vibration mode, the same magnitude of change
was observed.
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